### Warnings and Cautions:
- To be installed and/or used in accordance with appropriate electrical codes and regulations.
- If unsure of any part of these instructions, consult a qualified electrician.
- To avoid overheating and possible damage to this device and other equipment, do not install to control a receptacle, fluorescent lighting, a motor or a transformer-operated appliance.
- For HVAC or EC-10 (secular) electronic ballast applications, use instruction sheet that comes with the dimmer for multi-location applications.

### Vizia +™ Remotes:
- Vizia +™ remotes are not compatible with standard 3-way or 4-way switches. They must be used with compatible Vizia +™ or Vizia rf +™ devices for multi-location switching.

### INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
- Use only one (1) Vizia +™ dimmer in a multi-location circuit with up to 9 coordinating remotes without LEDs or up to 4 matching remotes with LEDs. The remote(s) will turn off at the brightness level set at the dimmer.
- Recommended minimum wall box depth is 2 1/4”.
- Maximum wire length from dimmer to all installed remotes cannot exceed 300 ft (90 m).
- Maximum power draw at circuit breaker or fuse when servicing, installing or removing fixture.
- Use this device only with copper or cooper clad wire. With aluminum wire use only devices marked CO/ALR or CUL.

### INSTALLING YOUR REMOTE:
- Use check boxes when Steps are completed.

#### 3-Way-Wiring with Matching Remote (w/LEDs) Application:
- **NOTE:** Incandescent and Magnetic Low Voltage installations only.
- **NOTE:** Screw terminal dimmer depicted.

#### Matching Remote Dimmer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Wiring Diagram</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td><img src="https://via.placeholder.com/150" alt="Wiring Diagram 1" /></td>
<td>- First Traveler – note color (Wiring Diagram 2) - Load wall box wire identified (tagged) when removing old switch to terminal screw marked “BK” or Black dimmer lead. - First Traveler Line Hot to terminal screw marked “RD” or Red dimmer lead.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td><img src="https://via.placeholder.com/150" alt="Wiring Diagram 2" /></td>
<td>- Second Traveler Line Hot to terminal screw marked “YL/RD” or Yellow/Red control lead. - Second Traveler wall box wire (note color above) to terminal screw marked “YL/RD” or Yellow/Red dimmer lead.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td><img src="https://via.placeholder.com/150" alt="Wiring Diagram 3" /></td>
<td>- Remove Red insulating label from terminal screw marked “YL/RD” or Yellow/Red dimmer lead. - Matching Remote Dimmer to wall box with Load connection. - Neutral wall box wire to terminal screw marked “WH” or White control lead.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### WIRING DIMMER:
- Connect wires per WIRING DIAGRAM as follows:
  - Green or bare copper wire in wall box to Green terminal screw or Green dimmer lead. - Load wall box wire identified (tagged) when removing old switch to terminal screw marked “BK” or Black dimmer lead.

### WIRING COORDINATING REMOTE:
- Connect wires per WIRING DIAGRAM as follows:
  - Maximum wire length from dimmer to last remote is 300 ft (90 m).
  - Green or bare copper wire in wall box to Green terminal screw.
  - Load wall box wire identified (tagged) when removing old switch to terminal screw marked “BK”.
  - First Traveler Line Hot to terminal screw marked “RD” or Red dimmer lead.
  - Second Traveler Line Hot to terminal screw marked “YL/RD” or Yellow/Red dimmer lead. - Remove White insulating label from terminal screw marked “YL/RD” or Yellow/Red control lead.
  - Neutral wall box wire to terminal screw marked “WH” or White control lead.

### WIRING MATCHING REMOTE:
- Connect wires per WIRING DIAGRAM as follows:
  - Green or bare copper wire in wall box to Green terminal screw or Green dimmer lead.
  - Load wall box wire identified (tagged) when removing old switch to terminal screw marked “BK” or Black dimmer lead.
  - First Traveler Line Hot to terminal screw marked “RD” or Red dimmer lead.
  - Second Traveler Line Hot to terminal screw marked “YL/RD” or Yellow/Red dimmer lead. - Remove White insulating label from terminal screw marked “YL/RD” or Yellow/Red control lead.
  - Neutral wall box wire to terminal screw marked “WH” or White control lead.

### WIRING CONTROL:
- Connect wires per WIRING DIAGRAM as follows:
  - The control must be installed in a wall box that has a Line Hot connection.
  - Maximum wire length from dimmer to all installed remotes cannot exceed 300 ft (90 m).
  - Green or bare copper wire in wall box to Green terminal screw or Green control lead.
  - Load wall box wire identified (tagged) when removing old switch to terminal screw marked “BK” or Black control lead.
  - First Traveler Line Hot to terminal screw marked “RD” or Red control lead.
  - Second Traveler Line Hot to terminal screw marked “YL/RD” or Yellow/Red control lead.
  - Remove Red insulating label from terminal screw marked “YL/RD” or Yellow/Red control lead.
  - Neutral wall box wire to terminal screw marked “WH” or White control lead.

### WIRING MATCHING REMOTE-2 (4-Way wall box with Line Hot connection):
- Connect wires per WIRING DIAGRAM as follows:
  - Green or bare copper wire in wall box to Green terminal screw.
  - Load wall box wire identified (tagged) when removing old switch and First Traveler dimmer terminal screw marked “BK” or Black dimmer lead.
  - Second Traveler Wall box wire from dimmer to terminal screw marked “YL/RD” or Yellow/Red control lead.
  - Neutral wall box wire to terminal screw marked “WH”.

### WIRING CONTROL-2 (4-Way wall box with Line Hot connection):
- Connect wires per WIRING DIAGRAM as follows:
  - Green or bare copper wire in wall box to Green terminal screw.
  - Load wall box wire identified (tagged) when removing old switch and First Traveler dimmer terminal screw marked “BK” or Black dimmer lead.
  - Second Traveler Wall box wire from dimmer to terminal screw marked “YL/RD” or Yellow/Red control lead.
  - Neutral wall box wire to terminal screw marked “WH”.

### IMPORTANT:
- For 3-way applications, note that one of the screw terminals from the old switch being removed will usually be a different color (Black) or labeled Common. Tag that wire with electrical tape and identify as the common (Line or Load) in both the dimmer wall box and remote wall box. For 4-way applications, note that the old switch being removed will have 4 screws plus a ground screw. Tag the two color insulating wires with electrical tape.

### Preparing and Connecting Wires:
This remote can be wired using side wire terminal screws or through backwire openings. Choose appropriate wire stripping specifications accordingly.
4-Way Wiring with Coordinating Remote (no LEDs)

**NOTE:** Incandescent and Magnetic Low Voltage installations only.

Connect wires per **WIRING DIAGRAM** as follows:

- Load wall box wire identified (tagged) when removing old switch to dimmer terminal screw marked “RD” or the Red dimmer lead.
- Second Traveler wall box wire (note color as above) to dimmer terminal screw marked “YL/Red” or the Yellow/Red dimmer lead. This traveler must go to the dimmer terminal on the remote marked “YL/Red”.
- Proceed to Step 6.

4-Way Wiring with Coordinating Remote (no LEDs) for Controls with Neutral Connection Application

**NOTE:** Electronic Low Voltage, Mark 10™, Quiet Fan Speed and Electronic Switch installations only. **NOTE:** Dimmer is depicted.

Connect wires per **WIRING DIAGRAM** as follows:

- Green or bare copper wire in wall box to Green terminal screw.
- First Traveler wall box wire to remote terminal screw marked “BK” in 4-way box and to the remote marked “BK” in 3-way box.
- Second Traveler (tagged) and Fourth Traveler wall box wire (note color as above) to terminal screw marked “YL/Red” or the Yellow/Red dimmer lead.
- Load wall box wire to terminal screw marked “RD” or Red control lead.
- Proceed to Step 6.

4-Way Wiring with Matching Remote (w/LEDs)

**NOTE:** Electronic Low Voltage, Mark 10™, Quiet Fan Speed and Electronic Switch installations only. **NOTE:** Dimmer is depicted.

Connect wires per **WIRING DIAGRAM** as follows:

- Green or bare copper wire in wall box to Green terminal screw.
- First Traveler wall box wire to remote terminal screw marked “BK” in 4-way box and to the remote marked “BK” in 3-way box.
- Second Traveler (tagged) and Fourth Traveler wall box wire (note color as above) to terminal screw marked “YL/Red” or the Yellow/Red dimmer lead.
- Load wall box wire to terminal screw marked “RD” or Red control lead.
- Proceed to Step 6.

4-Way Wiring with Matching Remote (w/LEDs) for Controls with Neutral Connection Application

**NOTE:** Electronic Low Voltage, Mark 10™, Quiet Fan Speed and Electronic Switch installations only. **NOTE:** Dimmer is depicted.

Connect wires per **WIRING DIAGRAM** as follows:

- Green or bare copper wire in wall box to Green terminal screw.
- First Traveler wall box wire to remote terminal screw marked “BK” in 4-way box and to the remote marked “BK” in 3-way box.
- Second Traveler (tagged) and Fourth Traveler wall box wire (note color as above) to terminal screw marked “YL/Red” or the Yellow/Red dimmer lead.
- Load wall box wire to terminal screw marked “RD” or Red control lead.
- Proceed to Step 6.

4-Way Wiring with Coordinating Remote (no LEDs)

**NOTE:** Incandescent and Magnetic Low Voltage installations only.

Connect wires per **WIRING DIAGRAM** as follows:

- Green or bare copper wire in wall box to Green terminal screw.
- Load wall box wire identified (tagged) when removing old switch to dimmer terminal screw marked “RD” or the Red dimmer lead.
- Second Traveler wall box wire (note color as above) to dimmer terminal screw marked “YL/Red” or the Yellow/Red dimmer lead. This traveler must go to the dimmer terminal on the remote marked “YL/Red”.
- Proceed to Step 6.

4-Way Wiring with Matching Remote (w/LEDs) for Controls with Neutral Connection Application

**NOTE:** Electronic Low Voltage, Mark 10™, Quiet Fan Speed and Electronic Switch installations only. **NOTE:** Dimmer is depicted.

Connect wires per **WIRING DIAGRAM** as follows:

- Green or bare copper wire in wall box to Green terminal screw.
- First Traveler wall box wire to remote terminal screw marked “BK” in 4-way box and to the remote marked “BK” in 3-way box.
- Second Traveler (tagged) and Fourth Traveler wall box wire (note color as above) to terminal screw marked “YL/Red” or the Yellow/Red dimmer lead.
- Load wall box wire to terminal screw marked “RD” or Red control lead.
- Proceed to Step 6.

4-Way Wiring with Coordinating Remote (no LEDs)

**NOTE:** Incandescent and Magnetic Low Voltage installations only.

Connect wires per **WIRING DIAGRAM** as follows:

- Green or bare copper wire in wall box to Green terminal screw.
- Load wall box wire identified (tagged) when removing old switch to dimmer terminal screw marked “RD” or the Red dimmer lead.
- Second Traveler wall box wire (note color as above) to dimmer terminal screw marked “YL/Red” or the Yellow/Red dimmer lead.
- Remote terminal screw marked “WH” should have White insulating label affixed.
- If insulating label is not affixed to terminal screw marked “WH” use electrical tape to cover. Remote terminal screw marked “BK” is not used.
- Use electrical tape to cover.
- Proceed to Step 5.

4-Way Wiring with Matching Remote (w/LEDs) for Controls with Neutral Connection Application

**NOTE:** Electronic Low Voltage, Mark 10™, Quiet Fan Speed and Electronic Switch installations only. **NOTE:** Dimmer is depicted.

Connect wires per **WIRING DIAGRAM** as follows:

- Green or bare copper wire in wall box to Green terminal screw.
- First Traveler wall box wire to remote terminal screw marked “BK” in 4-way box and to the remote marked “BK” in 3-way box.
- Second Traveler (tagged) and Fourth Traveler wall box wire (note color as above) to terminal screw marked “YL/Red” or the Yellow/Red dimmer lead.
- Load wall box wire to terminal screw marked “RD” or Red control lead.
- Proceed to Step 6.